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Questions
• whose knowledge counts and from where does
science draw its credibility?
• how does the imperative for usability change
how science is produced?
• how does useable knowledge move beyond its
context of production?
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Structure
• a critical reflection on current conceptions of
New Zealand’s science advisory ecosystem and
the assumed role of brokers
• analysis of semi-structured interviews with three
‘tech leads’ employed in a broker role with
regional council
• overview of findings
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New Zealand’s Science Advisory Ecosystem

Figure 2: Different roles in the SAE align with Pielke’s typology from left to right – pure scientist as generator, science
arbiter as synthesizer and brokers who create options for policy (Gluckman, 2017, p. 12).
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New Zealand’s Science Advisory Ecosystem

Figure 1: The broker links the domains of science, society and policy and science advise moves between them
(Gluckman, 2017, p. 11)
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New Zealand’s Science Advisory Ecosystem

Figure 3: The messy policy world into which science seeks to find relevance and traction. (Gluckman, 2017, p. 7)
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Assessment framework: consequences of scenarios

Robson, M. 2014. Technical report to support water quality and quantity limit setting in Selwyn Waihora catchment: predicting consequences of
future scenarios: overview report. Accessed 3-1-2014. http://files.ecan.govt.nz/public/lwrp/variation1/tech-report-sw-overview.pdf
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You’re trying to do something that can incredibly useful
and powerful but also bloody risky with a high level of
responsibility in terms of, jeepers, if you translate that in a
way that [pause] you’ve just got to wear that
responsibility and deal with it as best you can by being
aware of the fact that you’re human and have your own
value sets and being aware of the role you’re trying to
play.
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If you’re too pure and take the ‘I’m only interested in
providing brokered and objective knowledge for the
options’, ok, but you run the risk of being less effective and
expedient at the expense of purity.
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Questions
• whose knowledge counts and from where does
science draw its credibility?
• how does the imperative for usability change
how knowledge is produced?
• how does useable knowledge move beyond its
context of production?
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Thank you!
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